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See Vickers and Yarrow (1988), Bos (1991) and De Fraja and Delbono (1990) for reviews.1
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MIXED ENTERPRISES, SOFT BUDGET CONSTRAINT AND
PRIVATIZATION IN OLIGOPOLISTIC INDUSTRIES 

Abstract

We analyse the behaviour of state-owned enterprises or mixed enterprises with a soft budget constraint and private
enterprises with hard budget constraint in oligopolistic industries.  We show that a profit maximizing mixed enterprise
that faces a soft budget constraint in form of an effective operating subsidy that is an increasing function of government
ownership and exogenous subsidy, under symmetric marginal cost the profits of the mixed enterprise (net of the subsidy)
are always higher than the profits of the private enterprise and social welfare increases compared with the traditional
Cournot equilibrium with private firms.  Privatization reduces the profits and market share of the mixed enterprise,
increases the profits and market share of private enterprises, and reduces social welfare.  If the mixed-enterprise has a
higher marginal cost, provided cost differences are substantial, privatization increases both productive efficiency and
overall social welfare.

Keywords: Mixed Enterprises; Soft Budget Constraint; Privatization; Cournot Oligopoly

JEL classification: L13, L32

1. Introduction

The literature on the behaviour of firms in mixed oligopolies, in which welfare maximizing public

firms interact with private firms and on the consequences of privatization in such markets, is

growing (see, for instance Harris and Wiens, 1980; Cremer et al., 1989; De Fraja and Delbono,

1989; Fershtman, 1990; De Fraja, 1991; George and La Manna, 1996; Fjell and Pal, 1996; White,

1996;  Matsumura, 1998; Pal, 1998; Pal and White, 1998; Willner, 1999).   All these studies1

assume that public firms and private firms pursue different objectives, with the former instructed

to maximize welfare and the latter to maximize profits.  Most of these studies analyse the

behaviour of firms in mixed oligopolies by assuming that all firms face hard budget constraints.

However, White (1996) and Pal and White (1998) allow for soft budget constraints in form of

operating subsidies by the government to both public and  private firms.  The other common

feature in these models, except in Fershtman (1990) and Matsumura (1998), is that the public firm

is wholly owned by the government. 



See Adam et al. (1992) for the extent of mixed enterprises in some developing countries.2
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The purpose of this paper is to add to the existing literature on the effect of state ownership in

oligopolistic markets, particularly on the behaviour of mixed enterprises in which the government

is a minority or majority shareholder.  In most developing countries a large proportion of

manufacturing activities are jointly owned by the government or state agencies in joint venture

activities with private local and foreign investors, and mostly operate oligopolistic markets

competing with privately-owned firms.   In Malawi, in particular, of the thirty-two state2

enterprises in the manufacturing sector, 81 percent of mixed-enterprises most of which are owned

through state holding corporations operate in oligopolistic industries with an average state

ownership of 42 percent.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Section 2, briefly reviews the objectives of firms

and the nature of budget constraints.  In Section 3 we use the concept of the soft budget

constraint in our model.  This paper departs from the traditional analysis by assuming that both

the mixed-enterprise and private firms do maximize profits, with the former facing the soft budget

constraint and the latter facing the hard budget constraint.  We discuss the model under symmetric

marginal costs and asymmetric marginal costs.  Section 4 examines the impact of privatization of

the mixed enterprise.  Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2. Firm Objectives and Budget Constraints

Property rights, principal-agent and public choice theories of privatization, partly attribute the

difference between public and private enterprise performance to differences in the objectives,

constraints and incentive structure.  In terms of objectives, the theories assume that public firms

maximize a weighted welfare objective (weighted sum of consumer’s and producer’s surplus)

while private firms maximize profits.  The theories also assume that the public firm is wholly

owned by the government, therefore welfare maximization in public enterprise is a plausible

objective function.  However, in mixed enterprises with partial private ownership, the profit

motive is rather strong especially where profitability is the principal criteria for measuring mixed



Government partial ownership in small developing countries has been justified based on the need to3

foster local participation in foreign investments and generate employment and in most enterprises the profit objective
is strong in mixed enterprises.  In Malawi, in particular, state holding corporations are primarily assigned commercial
objectives and their performance is assessed by profitability which in turn depends on the performance of their
investment portfolio in mixed enterprises.

Elements that makes the budget constraint soft include soft tax system, operating subsidies, free grants4

towards investments, soft credit system and external financial investments at soft conditions.  See also Berglof and
Roland (1997, 1998), Qian and Roland (1996), Raiser (1994) and Li (1998) on the application of the soft budget
constraint.
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enterprises performance by the government.   Boardman and Vining (1991) recognize the mixed3

public-private ownership of some large enterprises and argue that where private share holding is

concentrated, private control and pressure for profitability increases with a fall in government

ownership and where private ownership is dispersed private control is weak and management

discretion increases as the share of government ownership falls.  Private investors will be willing

to deviate from profit maximization under hard budgets only if such deviation ensures a strategic

position in the industry.  As Estrin and Perotin (1991) remark, in mixed-enterprises private

shareholders may be reluctant to accept policies contrary to profit maximization without full

compensation.  In many developing countries pursuing privatization, the nature of state ownership

is in form of joint venture activities between the government or government agencies and the

private domestic or foreign investors.  Within this framework, profit maximization rather than the

maximization of social welfare may be a plausible characterisation of state-owned enterprises in

small developing economies.  

In terms of constraints, on one hand, the theories suggest that private enterprises face a hard

budget constraint in the sense that the firm can only survive by covering its costs. On the other

hand, literature suggests that the state-owned enterprise faces a soft budget in the sense that it can

survive without necessarily covering its costs.  Kornai (1980, 1986, 1993) gives an excellent

exposition of what constitute hard budget and  soft budget constraints in the analysis of a socialist

system.   The budget constraint is hard if it does bind ex ante the freedom of choice of the firm4

on the mix of variables, and it is soft if it does not bind ex ante the freedom of the firm.  Thus, a

budget constraint is based on expectations concerning the future financial situation of the firm

when the actual expenditure will occur (Kornai, 1986).  Raiser (1994) notes that SOEs in

developing countries under loose financial discipline payment defaults are frequently matched by

implicit or explicit subsidies from the state budget.  Therefore, subsidization of unprofitable



In Malawi, for example, long-term debts from state holding corporations to their associate mixed-5

enterprises ranged from 2 to 51 percent in 1995 while lending interest rates in the financial market were above 56
percent for most part of the year.
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enterprises is not restricted to ex post relief but is often provided ex ante.  Thus tightening

financial discipline provides a strong incentive to increase efficiency.

Hardening the budget constraint requires credibility of the threat of termination or liquidation and

commitment to financial discipline (Kornai, 1993; Raiser, 1994). The state’s no bail-out

commitment, for instance, should have credibility and should have perseverance to continue such

policy consistently, to reduce the moral hazard problem (Berglof and Roland, 1998).  With

respect to state-owned enterprises, Qian and Roland (1996: 208) note that soft budget constraints

are prevalent because ‘the government cannot credibly commit to terminate an enterprise activity

due to the losses in private benefits for workers and managers if they lose their jobs. Knowing that

they will be bailed out, the incentives of enterprises to observe financial discipline are weakened’.

The concept of the hardness or softness of the budget constraints facing private and public firms

in developing countries is a more applicable argument for the differences in the economic

efficiency of private and state-owned enterprises.  Governments often use implicit or explicit

subsidies to encourage production, and hence the level of employment in state-owned enterprises

in developing countries.    Implicit subsidies obviously affect the marginal cost of production in5

these mixed-enterprises, and state enterprises behave as if they are low cost firms under partial

state ownership compared with purely private firms.  Thus, modelling the behaviour of mixed-

enterprises within the framework of profit maximization with effective subsidies (based on the

notion of a soft budget constraint) is important in small developing countries.

3. The Model

3.1 The Model Assumptions

We propose a simple model of the behaviour of commercial SOEs or mixed-enterprises operating

in oligopoly industries that include private enterprises, assuming that firms compete in the

Cournot-Nash equilibrium framework.  Consider an industry with one state-owned enterprise and
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Intuitively, the welfare concern of the government or state holding corporation is not directly6

addressed by instructing the mixed enterprises to maximize welfare, but rather indirectly by committing itself to the non
credibility of ‘no bail out commitment’.  Willner (1999) also uses the assumption of profit maximization for the
benchmark case in a wage bargaining model in mixed oligopoly.

This is the subsidy that would ensure that in equilibrium in Cournot competition there is only the7

subsidized firm producing for the whole market at the competitive price.  Willner (1999) notes that various refinements
of the basic oligopoly model with a public firm have been made to avoid the monopoly outcome. For instance, under
constant returns to scale technologies with a welfare maximizing public firm, an additional break-even constraint for
the public firm is required (Cremer et al., 1989) and under increasing marginal costs a weighted sum of profits and
welfare for the public firm is used (De Fraja and Delbono, 1989; De Fraja, 1993).  Others make the subsidy endogenous
but assume increasing marginal costs to avoid a trivial solution of a public monopolist in a mixed oligopoly with a
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n private enterprises.  Let  be the output produced by the state-owned enterprise and  be the

output produced by each private enterprise.  We assume a linear demand and normalize it so that

(1)

where p is the market price and  is the total industry output.

Let  be the proportion of government or state holding corporation share holding in one of the

enterprises.  We assume that the SOE maximizes profits, but the government or the state holding

corporation wants to influence the level of output (employment or social welfare) by softening

the budget constraint through operating subsidies.   The SOE receives subsidies from the6

government or state holding corporation and incorporates these subsidies in its profit maximizing

function.  On the other hand, the private firms also maximize profits and faces a hard budget

constraint such that shareholders of a private enterprise or the government do not provide

subsidies.

We also assume that all the firms have constant returns to scale technology (constant marginal

costs, ), no capacity constraints and zero fixed costs.  However, the budget constraint for the

SOE is softened by a positive production subsidy,  per unit of output which is

exogenously determined by the government or state holding corporation and depends on the

budgetary constraints of the government and the importance of the products.  We explicitly

assume that the government is not interested in creating a monopolist, hence  does not exceed

, which would be a subsidy that would create a monopoly if one enterprise is subsidized

in an oligopolistic market under symmetric costs.   This implies that the exogenous subsidy that7
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welfare maximizing public firm in a two-stage game (Pal and White, 1998; White, 1996).

In practice, subsidies may not depend on the share of ownership in the enterprises.  For instance,8

Bertero and Rondi (2000) note that in the case of Italian public enterprises, in order to keep the firms in business,
government funds were made available to the state holding corporations and redistributed to individual firms through
various sources (such as endowment funds, capital and interest repayments, new loans and bond issues).

In practice, the guidelines for subsidization can be spelt out in the government’s annual budget or9

the maximum subsidy may be ‘mutually understood’ by firms in the market.

6

may be granted to one firm in the market assuming that the government has full knowledge of the

market is given as

(2)

We assume that the effective subsidy that the government may grant the SOE depends on the

proportion of government ownership in the enterprise, represented by the following  relationship8

 (3)

such that  and are continuous and non-decreasing such that  implies  and 

implies , where  is the share of government ownership in the enterprise and  is the

exogenous subsidy announced by the government.  Here, the higher the proportion of government

ownership the higher the extent to which it can soften the budget constraint through the provision

of operating subsidies.   Bös (1991) notes that when the government enters joint ventures in9

industries where business is more profitable with government ownership, the probability of

receiving subsidies or relief from particular legal requirements increases with the extent of

government ownership.

Given the exogenous subsidy, , if the government wholly owns one of the enterprises, ,

then the effective subsidy is equal to the exogenous subsidy.  The effective subsidy falls as the

share of government ownership falls.  This would be the case of mixed-enterprises.  However,

given any level of state ownership in the enterprise, if the government budget constraint is tight,

such that  the SOE will behave as a private profit maximizing firm, and state ownership

does not affect performance.
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The extent of subsidization can be a linear function of government ownership such as  or10

nonlinear such as a logistic transformation specified in Ehrlich et al. (1994)
ensures that  lies between zero and one.
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In our model, government share holding is a proxy for the extent of subsidization and not a

measure of the degree of control of enterprise activities.   The issue of how government10

ownership translates into control remains unresolved in the theoretical and empirical literature

(Boardman and Vining, 1991; Chhibber and Majumdar, 1998).  In practice the government has

control over private firms and subsidization may not depend on government ownership.  Martin

and Parker (1997) observe that all firms, whatever their legal ownership, are subject to some

degree of state influence through regulation, taxes, subsidies and macroeconomic policies on

demand, prices and interest rates.

We assume that the objective of the SOE is to maximize profits given the cost structure and the

effective subsidy.  We write the profit maximizing functions for the SOE with and without the

effective subsidy, respectively:

(4)

(5)

The private firm has the same cost function as the SOE, except that its budget does not include

a ‘soft’ budget element such as a subsidy from the government or its shareholders.  Similarly, the

objective of the private firm is to maximize profits:

(6)

We consider four cases.  First, we model the behaviour of the SOE in a duopoly with symmetric

marginal costs.  Secondly, we assume one SOE and n private enterprises in an oligopolistic

industry with symmetric costs.  Thirdly, we consider a duopoly with one SOE and one private

firm under asymmetric marginal costs by assuming X-inefficiency in the SOE due to state

ownership.  Finally, we consider a mixed oligopoly with asymmetric costs given one SOE and n

private enterprises.
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3.2 Mixed Duopoly under Symmetric Costs (m = 1, n = 1)

We consider a duopoly with one SOE and one private enterprise producing a homogenous

commodity.  Let us denote the SOE with subscript 0 and the private enterprise with subscript 1.

We assume that the government announces the exogenous subsidy, , to the state owned or

mixed enterprise in  industry.  The announced subsidy is a commitment for the rest of the game.

No subsidy is provided to the private firm.  Once the government announces the exogenous

subsidy, the firms observe the effective subsidy, , and simultaneously choose their output levels,

with the SOE maximizing profits given the effective subsidy and the private firm maximizing

profits without a subsidy.  Maximization of equations (4) and (6) obtains the following reaction

functions, respectively:

(7)

(8)

The reaction function for the SOE is represented by the line FG while the reaction function of the

private enterprise is represented by line AB in Figure 1.  Without a subsidy, the SOE’s reaction

function would have been  - line DE like in the traditional Cournot case.

We obtain the Nash equilibrium output by equating equation (7) to equation (8).  This is the point

of intersection for the two reaction functions, such as point Z in Figure 1.  Equating equation (7)

to (8) and using equation (3) the Nash equilibrium outcomes for the SOE and the private

enterprise are:

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12
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(13a)

(13b)

(14)

(15a)

(15b)

Equation (13b) is the net profit function for the SOE after deducting the effective operating

subsidy.  Equation (15a) is the social welfare function (W) net of the subsidy and the first term

on the right-hand side is the consumer surplus (CS) estimated as .  The partial

derivatives with respect to the proportion of government ownership, ceteris paribus, show that

an increase in the share of government ownership increases the effective subsidy which in turn

increases the output and gross profits of the SOE, reduces the output and profits of the private

enterprise, and increases social welfare.  These results are similar to the case of two domestic

private firms receiving subsidies from the government and one foreign firm, under the assumption

of increasing marginal costs (Pal and White, 1998).  The profits of the SOE net of the subsidy,

however, first increase with government ownership reaches a maximum then starts to decline as

the share of government ownership increases.

PROPOSITION 1: In a ‘mixed’ duopoly with symmetric constant costs, given one SOE with 

government ownership, which faces a soft budget constraint through an effective subsidy, and

one private firm,  in equilibrium for a given level of the exogenous subsidy, ,

a) The state-owned enterprise has higher profits (gross and net of the subsidy) than the

private enterprise and produces more output than the private enterprise.  However,

because of symmetric costs, the rate of return on sales net of the subsidy is the same.

b) Profits (net of the subsidy) for the state-owned enterprise are maximized when

.  This is equivalent to the Stackelberg point becoming a Nash

equilibrium with the state-owned enterprise as a leader.
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Proof: See Appendix A

In this simple framework, in equilibrium at point Z in Figure 1, proposition 1 also implies that the

SOE has a larger market share than the private firm.  The effective subsidy induces the SOE to

produce more output than under private ownership.  Our predictions are similar to Fershtman’s

(1990) model in the sense that the difference in profits between the SOE and the private firm is

due to the strategic interaction between the two firms rather than to any production efficiency or

inefficiency associated with state ownership.

3.3 Mixed Oligopoly under Symmetric Costs (m = 1, n > 1)

We generalize the above model to a quantity-setting mixed oligopoly with one SOE that faces a

‘soft’ budget in form of an exogenous unit subsidy from the government and n private firms that

face a ‘hard’ budget.  Let subscript i denote variables for the i-th private enterprise.  We retain

the assumptions of a homogeneous product, same marginal cost for both SOE and private

enterprises, linear normalized inverse demand and Cournot competition.

First order conditions for profit maximization and solving each firms’ output level as a function

of output levels for all other firms yield the following Nash equilibrium levels in terms of

government ownership structure and exogenous subsidy:

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20a)

(20b)
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PROPOSITION 2:  In a ‘mixed’ oligopoly market with one state-owned enterprise and n private

enterprises provided the exogenous subsidy is , the equilibrium market output and

social welfare are greater (therefore price is lower) as the number of private enterprises

increases.  As the number of private enterprises, n, tends to infinity, the market quantity and

price tend to the traditional Cournot-Nash equilibrium levels (competitive levels).

Proof:  See Appendix A

Proposition 2 implies that where a profit maximizing state-owned enterprise operates in a more

competitive market, its performance will not significantly differ from private enterprises.  The

output of the SOE is higher than that of each of the private firms by the effective subsidy, s.

Therefore, the effective subsidy has little strategic effect on the performance of SOEs in more

competitive markets.  The softness of the budget constraint is redundant in more competitive

markets, and it is the competitive process rather than ownership type that becomes the main

determining factor of the market outcome if the state-owned enterprise and the private firms

pursue the same objective and are equally efficient.

3.4 Mixed Duopoly with Cost Asymmetry (m = 1, n = 1)

In the previous two cases, we have assumed that the state-owned enterprise and the private

enterprise face the same cost conditions.  We alter this assumption by associating the state-owned

enterprise with X-inefficiency.  Due to weak monitoring and imperfect information under state

ownership, managers may not minimise costs and will have higher marginal costs than under

private ownership.  The marginal cost of the SOE, therefore, includes a slack rate.  We assume

that this slack rate is only present in the SOE and the difference in the efficiency is due to state
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However, the slack rate also exists in the private firm if ownership is weak and does not exercise its11

powers of control on managers and workers (Selten, 1986; De Fraja, 1991).  We assume that private ownership is strong
in our model.  Fershtman (1990), George and La Manna (1996), Pal and White (1998) also use the assumption of
asymmetric costs to capture the inefficiency of the public firm. 

12

ownership.   It follows that the SOE has a constant marginal cost , where  is the11

constant marginal cost for private firm. 

We assume that the government announces the effective subsidy for the SOE in equation (3) prior

to the quantity game.  Maximization of profits yields the following Nash equilibrium levels:

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27a)

(27b)

(28)

(29a)

(29a)
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PROPOSITION 3:  In a ‘mixed’ duopoly with asymmetric costs such that the marginal cost for

the state-owned enterprise is higher than for the private enterprise  and given the

exogenous subsidy, , in equilibrium state ownership encourages the inefficient

state-owned enterprise to produce more output relative to the efficient private enterprise.

a) If  , the state-owned enterprise produces output less than or equal to the

private enterprise’s output, therefore the private enterprise has a larger market share.

Market output increases and price falls compared with the asymmetric costs traditional

Cournot equilibrium.

b) If  , the state-owned enterprise produces more output than the private

enterprise, market output increases and price falls.  The state-owned enterprise has a

higher market share than the private enterprise.

c) Profits and return on sales for the private enterprise are always higher compared with

the profits and return on sales  (net of subsidy) of the state-owned enterprise.  The state-

owned enterprise makes zero or negative profits if the market price is equal or less than

its marginal cost. 

d) As ( increases the consumer surplus increases but social welfare falls provided that 

is substantially higher than  given that  approaches .

Proof: See Appendix A

This proposition implies that if we assume that state ownership is associated with X-inefficiency

due to high slack, such inefficiency in the SOE is reflected in a lower profit margin.  The reaction

function of the SOE given a higher marginal cost is represented by line HI and point X would be

the equilibrium in Figure 1.  This is equivalent to the reaction function of a high cost private firm

in the traditional Cournot asymmetric model.  Proposition 3a implies that the effective subsidy

moves the equilibrium level from X towards Y while Proposition 3b implies any equilibrium to

the right of Y.  The subsidy therefore induces the SOE to produce more output than would have

been the case without the subsidy, hence more output is produced inefficiently. Given cost

differences,  if the government increases the ‘softness’ of the budget constraint by increasing its

ownership in the enterprise (increasing the effective subsidy) such that the price falls below the

marginal cost of the state-owned or mixed-enterprise, then the SOE makes losses. 
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Under asymmetric costs, provided that cost differences and exogenous subsidies are substantial,

increasing government ownership in an inefficient SOE or nationalization of an inefficient

enterprise reduces social welfare.  The output expansion and the consequent price reduction only

increase the consumer surplus but do not offset the reduction in the net profits (losses) of the SOE

and the reduction in the profits of the private firm.

3.5 Mixed Oligopoly with Cost Asymmetry (m = 1, n > 1)

We consider a quantity-setting mixed oligopoly with one SOE that faces a ‘soft’ budget in form

of an exogenous unit subsidy from the government and n private firms that face a ‘hard’ budget,

in which the SOE is a high cost firm.  Let subscript 0 denote the SOE and subscript i denote

variables for the i-th private enterprise.  We retain the assumptions of a homogeneous product,

linear normalized inverse demand and Cournot competition.  Maximization of profits yields the

following equilibrium output levels:

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34a)

(34b)

(35)

(26a)

(26a)



s ( < (1 & c)

This is a familiar argument in the property rights and public choice theories of privatization, as a12

justification for poor performance in public enterprises. 
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PROPOSITION 4:  In a ‘mixed’ asymmetric cost oligopoly market with one state-owned

enterprise and n private enterprises provided the exogenous subsidy is , the

equilibrium market output and social welfare are greater (therefore price is lower) as the

number of private enterprises increases.  As the number of private enterprises, n, tends to

infinity, the market quantity and price tend to the traditional Cournot-Nash equilibrium levels

for asymmetric cost oligopoly.

Proof:  See Appendix A

Proposition 4 implies that in competitive markets state ownership has little strategic effect and it

may not be optimal to have a commercial state-owned or mixed enterprise in such markets.  In

equilibrium the state-owned enterprise or mixed enterprise remains a high cost firm, and by

assumption the cost difference with private firm is due to state ownership, hence industry costs

and price would be lower if all the firms were private enterprises. 

3.6 Privatization of the State-Owned Enterprise

Privatization or divestiture of the SOE tightens financial discipline by reducing or removing the

effective production subsidy.  Privatization removes the ‘soft budget’ constraint imposed on the

SOE by the state.    With private ownership the ‘no bail-out’ commitment and the threat of12

termination become credible, and the strategic advantage of state ownership disappears.  For

SOEs in which the government has 100 percent ownership, partial privatization reduces the

effective subsidy (from the exogenous level) and full privatization completely removes the

exogenous subsidy.  Similarly, the partial privatization of mixed enterprises reduces the effective

subsidy and full privatization completely removes the effective subsidy.

PROPOSITION 5:   Privatization or divestiture of state ownership in a symmetric cost oligopoly

leads to increases in the profit margins of state-owned enterprise and private enterprises, and

a reduction in social welfare.  The privatized enterprise can only have a higher market share in
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the post-privatization period if it becomes sufficiently productively efficient compared with

competing private firms.

Proof: See Appendix A

Privatization in our model implies a movement in the equilibrium position from point Z to point

Y or to any intermediate point between Y and Z in Figure 1.  What are the implications for this

change in the equilibrium position?   First, the movement from Z to Y implies a decrease in total

industry output and an increase in the market price, and there is a fall in social welfare.  Secondly,

compared with point Z, the market share of the private firm increases while the market share of

the state-owned enterprise falls.  In equilibrium at point Y (equivalent to the traditional Cournot-

Nash equilibrium) the market shares are the same in the symmetric case.  The profit margins

increase for both firms as the equilibrium changes from the pre-privatization period (point Z)  to

the post-privatization period (point Y).

If lower marginal costs are a reflection of productive efficiency, privatization may increase

productive efficiency in a combination of two scenarios.  First, the privatized SOE will only have

a larger market share than a private firm in the post-privatization period only if the privatized SOE

becomes a low cost firm.  Thus, given that the marginal cost for the private firm remains at pre-

privatization level, the privatized SOE can only maintain its market share in the post-privatization

period if it has lower marginal cost.  The privatized SOE will have a larger market share than at

the traditional Cournot equilibrium in the post-privatization period only if its marginal cost is

lower than that of the private firms.  However, in practice the privatized SOE can still have a

larger market share in the post-privatization period even if costs do not fall below those of private

firms due to consumer inertia, goodwill, capacity constraints and product differentiation.

Secondly, due to the fair competition and the battle for market share both the privatized SOE and

the private firm may seek cost reducing strategies in the post-privatization period.  These two

cases or a combination will lead to increases in the productive efficiency of the privatized SOE

and/or the private enterprise, implying the post-privatization equilibrium to the right of point Y.

We also note that the higher the effective subsidy, hence the higher the proportion of government

ownership in the SOE in the pre-privatization period, the higher the profitability gains for the



Fershtman (1990) also reaches the same conclusion about an inefficient firm in a  duopoly, and argues13

that nationalization may promote inefficiency if it increases the share of output produced by the inefficient firm.
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state-owned enterprise (and for the private enterprise) in the post-privatization period.  In

oligopolistic industries, if the SOE and private enterprises pursue the same objective of profit

maximization and where the exogenous and/or effective subsidies are small (where government

ownership is insignificant), we may not expect privatization to significantly improve the

performance of the SOEs.  Therefore, changes in ownership will have insignificant impact on

profitability.

The above case applies for the case where we assume that both the state-owned enterprise and

private firms are on a priori, equally efficient and that the effective subsidy is fully committed to

the production process.  In the asymmetric cost duopoly, increasing government ownership in the

SOE reduces social welfare if cost differences are substantial.13

PROPOSITION 6: Privatization of an inefficient state-owned enterprise leads to increases in

both productive efficiency and social welfare, if cost differences and subsidies in the pre-

privatization period are significant.

Proof: See Appendix A

This proposition follows from the assumption that on, a priori, the SOE is associated with X-

inefficiency due to the slacks that state ownership tolerates.  Privatization removes the effective

subsidy and restores the ‘fair’ competition with other private enterprises that reduce the slack and

therefore a downward trend in the privatized enterprise marginal costs.  Graphically, this implies

a movement from point Z to any point between X and Y in Figure 1.  If the credibility of the ‘no

bail-out’ commitment is restored, privatization should move the equilibrium to Y instead of X.

Privatization by tightening financial discipline, therefore, reduces market output, increases price

and reduces consumer surplus, but the production efficiency gains lead to increases in social

welfare.
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5. Concluding Remarks

Using a simple model of a profit maximizing SOEs with a ‘soft’ budget in an oligopolistic market,

we have shown that state ownership gives a strategic advantage even to the inefficient state-

owned enterprise.  The model also shows that when we replace a more restrictive welfare

objective function of a state-owned enterprise with profit maximization and by ‘softening’ the

budget constraint of the SOE in form of an effective subsidy, there is a tendency for the SOE to

produce more output than under pure private ownership.  The government can still influence

welfare without necessarily instructing the SOE to maximize welfare in the symmetric cost case.

Similar to models of public enterprises in mixed oligopolies, our model shows that nationalization

or an increase in state ownership enhances social welfare when the SOE and private firms face the

same marginal costs.  The SOE produces more output than the private enterprise, not because it

is efficient but because the soft budget constraint creates a strategic advantage.  Privatization may

improve productive efficiency if the privatized enterprise strives to maintain its market share by

reducing its production costs in the post-privatization period.  We also observe that when the

SOE operates in a more competitive industry (as the number of private enterprises becomes

sufficiently large), state ownership has little strategic effect, and we would expect privatization

to have insignificant impact on performance if SOEs and private firms maximise profits and face

the same costs.  The lower the exogenous subsidy and the lower the effective subsidy or

equivalently the lower the proportion of government ownership in the SOE, the less strategic

effect state ownership has in an oligopolistic industry.

When we assume that production by the SOE is inefficient compared with the private enterprises,

government ownership reduces social welfare given enough cost differences and substantial

subsidies.  State ownership encourages inefficiency by making the inefficient SOE produce more

output and have a larger market share than the efficient private enterprises.  Privatization

improves both productive efficiency of the privatized enterprise and the overall social welfare in

the industry, if cost differences and subsidies are substantial in the pre-privatization period.

Although our model of SOEs in an oligopolistic industry is simple based on a homogeneous good

case, it provides insights on the strategic effects of state ownership through the soft budget
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constraint.  We have also simplified the determination of the effective subsidy, by assuming that

it depends on the proportion of government ownership and the exogenous subsidy, that ranges

between zero and the equivalent of a subsidy which would create a statutory monopoly producing

at price equal marginal cost in Cournot competition.  The actual level of the exogenous subsidy

announced by the government depends on many factors such as the government budgetary

constraints and the importance of the goods to society and the level of employment generation.

If the government budget is tight and where the government makes the ‘no bail out’ commitment

and threat of termination credible, government ownership will not affect the performance of profit

maximizing SOEs.  The other simplifying assumption in our model is the constant returns to scale

technology that entails constant marginal costs.  If we alter this assumption to increasing marginal

costs, for example in the symmetric cost case, we derive results similar to the case of one

domestic private subsidized firm and a non-subsidized foreign firm in Pal and White (1998) for

any positive subsidy.
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Figure 1 Cournot Reaction Functions for SOEs and Private Enterprises
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APPENDIX A. SKETCHES FOR PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS

Proof for Proposition 1

a) From (13a) and (14)  and

 proves that profits for the SOE

both gross and net of subsidy are greater than profits for the private enterprise.

If we write, from (9) and (10),  , 

 , then   proves that output of the

SOE is always higher than the output of the private enterprise.  The return on

sales (ROS) for each firm is given as  .

b) Differentiating (13b) with respect to ownership and equating to zero yields

 and substituting into (13b) yields  where  =

profits of a leader in a Stackelberg duopoly model. Q.E.D.

Proof for Proposition 2

The traditional Cournot equilibrium oligopoly price and output levels with N firms are given as

  and  where N = (n + m) = (n + 1) in our model.  In (11) 

  and     and from (18)

 , since . Q.E.D.

Proof for Proposition 3

For proposition 3(a) and 3(b), equate (23) to (24) and solve for .  Decreasing and increasing

government ownership finishes the proof for proposition 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.  Cost

linearity (constant returns to scale) and cost inefficiency of the SOE suffice for proposition 3(c).

Differentiating (28b) with respect to  yields   which is
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negative if and only if .  Substantial cost differences and high

exogenous subsidy finishes the proof for proposition 3(d). Q.E.D.

Proof for Proposition 4

Note that without a subsidy the market output is  and market price

is   and from (32) and (33) given , respectively

 and ,

hence   and .   Q.E.D.

Proof for Proposition 5

From the proof of proposition 1(a) above, the rate of return for the SOE and the private firm is

given as 

 ROS =    and differentiating ROS with respect to  

yields  which implies that ROS is a decreasing function of

government ownership and privatization should increase return of sales for both firms. Q.E.D.

Proof for Proposition 6

Using  which is negative if and if

 implies that social welfare is a decreasing function of government

ownership when cost differences and exogenous subsidies are substantial.  Privatization should

improve social welfare. Q.E.D.


